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Agenda

• Why is agile necessary? (Mostly)
• How Digital Services work in an Agile world
• Agile funding
• Business cases in an Agile environment



Digital changes everything

• Speed: Almost instant commerce, communication, information

• Location: Global – everyone is a digital customer

• Effect: Industry killing digital: AirBnB, Uber, Netflix, Walmart, 
Patagonia

• Communication: If one of us knows it, all of us can know it

• Economics: Supply/demand, production factors, commons…

• Commerce: Frictionless, ecosystems…



The business environment
• Business cycles short – product life-cycles, business duration, 

disruptions

• Technology cycles – tend to be exponential

• Customer expectations – speed, location, knowledge

This might suggest that all business responses must be agile

But the PMI reports: 

• Agile projects: 30%

• Waterfall projects: 44%

• Hybrid: 36%



How IT departments are organized

• Traditional IT:

CIO

Strategy and 
architecture

Development Operations

Admin

Plan Build Run

Traditional IT departments are 
designed around waterfall concepts



Operating model for digital services
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▪ Digital culture and 
organizational structure

▪ Recruitment and 
training

▪ Exploiting data across the 
organization

▪ Digitized back-office processes
▪ Automation, AI, RPA

▪ Digital products and services
▪ Omnichannel engagement strategy
▪ Consolidated call-center – User experience

▪ Flexible platform, cloud
▪ Cybersecurity and digital risk
▪ Technology capabilities, capacity
▪ Agile, devops



Operating model “processes”
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Next:
Funding Agile



Agile versus Waterfall

Waterfall
Pros

• Clear deadlines
• Disciplined by design
• Well-documented
• Clear communication
• Easy learning curve
Cons
• Change can be costly – or impossible
• Slow delivery times
• Gathering requirements too early is risky
• Tendency to neglect testing
• Expensive – early mistakes 5-20 times cost 

to fix

Pros

• Adaptability
• Immediate user feedback- fail early
• Test-driven development (TDD)
• Fast, high-quality delivery
• Teamwork
Cons
• Indefinite timelines
• Skill-dependant teams
• High time commitment
• Tendency to neglect documentation
• Financing is tricky

Agile



Accountants think in waterfalls

• Accountants are necessarily conservative, and their approach to investment 
is usually waterfall in nature: 
• Budgets are annual, projects are annual, audits are annual – what’s not to like?

• In waterfall developments:
• Assumptions are made before the project starts (the business case)

• These assumptions are held to be true for the life of the project

• Projected costs and benefits made in the business case are only tested once the 
project is implemented

• Very few organizations test benefits – so accountants focus on costs and not benefits



The case for Agile Funding (AF)
• Agile initiatives are attractive because:

• The delivery cycle short
• The half-life of requirements is 6 months
• One of the key purposes of agile initiatives is to test assumptions 

and establish benefits in weekly or monthly cycles
• We can stop, pivot, or accelerate at any time
• But how do we budget for agile?

• Especially if there’s an annual budget?
• Stop, pivot, accelerate, postpone, switch, operate/monetize?

• How do we “un-budget” a project?
• And apply its funding to something else? Half-life of requirements

• 1980 – 10 years
• 2000 – 2 years
• 2020 – 6 months or less



What is Agile funding (AF)?
• Agile Funding (AF) takes a simplified lead from Real Options Valuation

• Initially a capital investment tool
• An “option” for our purposes is the ability to make a decision in connection with a specific endeavor

• Agile Funding adopts two principles from Real Options Valuation
• Funds are sought and provided for the next incremental effort only
• Each increment is designed to generate options around which the decision to continue, change, or stop the 

initiative is made. 

• Agile Funding is indicated for modular or agile projects or MVPs (minimum viable products)

• AF is an exploratory and limited investment method to confirm or reject the next investment
• Each investment is aimed at testing an assumption (for example, customers want to track orders on their 

smart phones). 
• The option is taken: Continue, stop, change (pivot), delay, accelerate, sequence, monetize
• Investment is limited to testing the assumption, and reduces financial exposure and increases governance



Waterfall versus Agile Funding

Waterfall project financing 

• Go/No-go up front– first decision is final 

• Allocate budget up front

• Budget based on business case

• Need to take a long term position up front

• Project charter governs entire project

• No - or poor - feedback loops (over the wall)

• Benefits / revenue realized after implementation

if at all!

• Project isolated from the market / users

Agile Funding

• Test an idea: generate options

• Budget for next increment

• Budget based on proof of value

• Take a strategic view. Test and adapt the stategy

• Incremental proof of value governs the project

• Sense and respond feedback loops

• Benefits / revenue realized after delivery of “stop or 

change”

• Continuous interaction and collaboration with 

customers / users



Agile funding process

• Define the expected outcome: An outcome is not a deliverable (output). It is the business result of what is being 
delivered

• Expose and examine the assumptions behind reaching the outcome: Identify the pivotal assumptions

• Scope the work required to test the pivotal assumptions: will cause you to abandon, continue, delay or scale the 
initiative

• Cost the scope: A workplan and equipment budget is usually enough. Remember that the environment is 
uncertain, and flexibility is important

• Prepare a “light” business case

• Get approval for funding the cost of the work plan: Once approval has been authorized, allocate funds to 
appropriate accounts

• Build the deliverable: Typically, this will be an MVP (minimum viable product) or minimum viable function

• Test the assumptions: Ask the questions that prove or disprove the assumptions

• Make a decision. Stope. Scale, pivot etc. 

• Repeat as needed



Comparing waterfall project financing and 
Agile Funding



Success rates



When to use Agile Funding
• The Agile Funding method is used where uncertainty is high, flexibility is 

important, and a change of direction is probable. 

• AF forces executives to break down their assumptions, test them, and 
change direction should these assumptions prove to be mistaken. 

• AF allows for one of the key concepts of agile: The ability to fail gracefully. 

• Equally AF drives flexibility, positive change, and creation of fit-for-purpose
new products and functionality quickly. 

• Finally, AF assumes that management is “active” and can continuously 
adapt to change. Risk is reduced as managers decrease exposure to 
negative outcomes or speed up and scale positive outcomes.



When Agile Funding should NOT be used

• Project 
• Predictive outcome (We absolutely KNOW what we want)

• The half-life of requirements is twice as long as the project

• Predictive environment (We know what the world will look like)

• Long-term build / implementation (Cannot cross a chasm in two steps)

• Organizational
• The organizational strategy is inflexible

• Managers are not responsive or active

• Governance is bureaucratic

• The culture of the organization dislikes / prohibits change



Next:
Agile Business Case

Quam bene non quantum (How well, not how much)



The status of business cases

• Business cases are often used to justify a project, then never referred to again

• Most organizations do not revisit benefits or try to realize them. (But they do revisit costs… 
often)

• Most business cases are approved on ROI (return on investment)

• Many IT initiatives do not have a positive ROI for example:
• Infrastructure projects, Compliance with legislation, Disaster recovery, Software patching, 

maintenance, and upgrades
• COVID-19 response
• Agile increments

• The purpose of business cases:
• To make informed investment decisions by understanding costs, benefits, 

risks and timescales



What is an Agile business case

An agile business case should:
• take only a few hours to prepare

• be aimed at getting the next element of work approved

• use ROV (Real Options Valuation) principles for investment

• be agile – synonyms:  nimble, elegant, graceful, manageable, so:

• it should be simple, but enough to take an informed decision



Elements of an Agile business case

• Clearly costs, benefits, risks and timescales should be considered

• However in an agile business case we should also:
• View costs in terms of ROV (Real Options Valuation) which concerns itself with the question: 

“How much do we need to invest to deliver the next element, or test a concept, or trial with 
customers”.  

• Understand the motivation for the initiative and the impacts on the organization - strategic

• Take a wider view of benefits: Financial, non-financial, direct and indirect. ROI should not be 
the sole criterion

• Include “paths of action” (PoA) – PoAs indicate what actions will be possible once the 
deliverable is in place



Agile business case template
Name of initiative Proposer Sponsor

What / who will be affected in the organization?

What is the problem / opportunity? How does this relate to our strategy / goals?

What will be delivered? What outcome are we expecting?

On a scale of 0-5 (0=none; 5=Excellent), what value is provided

Preservation Sustainable Unlock Add value Create value

What assumptions are you making?

What costs do you anticipate?

Purchase People Operational Training Other

What benefits do you anticipate

Financial Intangible Strategic Organization Other

Describe your timeline

Approval Start Deliver Implement Operational

What paths of action are created?



Example
Name of initiative Mobile order tracking Proposer John Doe Sponsor Alice Springs

What / who will be affected in the organization?

Order fulfilment
IT architecture for interfacing with order fulfilment system

What is the problem / opportunity?

Customers want to track their orders online. Right now they must call our order 
fulfilment department

How does this relate to our strategy / goals?

Customer intimacy. Create new touchpoints with customers. Increase customer 
retention by 20% pa. Allows for new paths of action.

What will be delivered?

A minimum viable product (MVP)  available on mobile to registered customers, that links 
to our order fulfilment system and presents progress graphically

What outcome are we expecting?

We want to test the MVP with 10 “friendly”  customers to see if it is useful, and to refine 
the UI and presentation method

On a scale of 0-5 (0=none; 5=Excellent), what value is provided

Preservation Sustainable Unlock Add value Create value

0 0 3 4 2

What costs do you anticipate?

Purchase People Operational Training Other

0 100k 0.2k pm 1k 0

What benefits do you anticipate

Financial Intangible Strategic Organization Other

2k pm Cust. ret. +20% Cust intimacy Fewer calls

Describe your timeline

Approval Start Deliver Implement Operational

May 2019 June 2019 End June July 2019 August 2019

What assumptions are you making?

Access to the order fulfilment system
Customer acceptance then rollout

What paths of action are created?

Add order placement
Add geographic location
Add data analytics on queries



Agile business cases

Should be simple, but enough to take an informed decision



Questions?


